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Dear Family  

Om Shanti  

 

We are happy to give this good news to you all that today at 10.30 am around 2000 contact souls 

gathered at " Peace Park " Mumbai Ghatkopar  to attend the " Brahma Bhojan " arranged on 

ocassion of  41st World Peace Day . Though it being a " Mumbai Marathon " Day today as well as a 

Sunday , its a big thing that non-bk souls took time out to attend such an event .  

 

The whole Peace Park was turned into a " White Park "  with lots of efforts put in by all BK's brothers 

& sisters . Replicas Of " 4 Dham " are made to make people experience importance of madhuban . 

There is a beautiful " Baba's Room " , " Baba's Hut " where one can go and write letter & put it 

into Baba's Box & pic up one " Blessing Card " . There is a replica model of " Tower Of Peace " at the 

center of park which attracts lots of people towards it, and makes them feel as though they are in 

mount abu . Lastly the long umbrella which is 80 feet x 45 feet , has been turned into  History Hall " 

with huge size pictures of "Yagya's History " on both sides . So in a way it was a very very pleasant & 

peaceful experience for all today .  

 

At the entrance all were applied " Chandan Tilak " on there forehead & thereafter they were shown 

a small " Video " on life of Brahma Baba . Later on Respected Nalini Didi & Nikunj Bhai ji both spoke 

for 5 minutes each and welcomed them to the divine family . At the end all the people gathered 

there donated 3 minutes of " Silence "  for the victims of " Haiti Earthquake " who lost their lives .  

 

It was a memorable experience for all who witnessed this unique beautiful event today . Om Shanti  
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